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T he expanded role that Brookhaven has been requested to undertake 
in connect ion with collecting and disseminating basic neut ron cross 
section data wil l be discussed here. T he context of the remarks dif-
fers from that of other papers of the symposium in that there are 
no new data to report or new techniques to describe. On the other 
hand, the cross section data is of interest to two classes of people, 
those who measure neut ron cross sections and those who use them in 
one form or another in the descript ion of the interaction of neutrons 
wit h matter in bulk and part icularly in connection with the design 
or behavior of nuclear reactors. Therefore it seems fittin g to discuss 
somewhat the formal arrangements now existing in order to bridge 
the gap between these two sets of people. 

T he Brookhaven activity in this field dates far back, in fact to 
nearly the beginning of the laboratory when Adair publ ished a set of 
charts and some curves which he prepared for his own use and 
made them available for use by other workers in the field. Later on 
Don Hughes came to Brookhaven while he was chairman of the 
Neut ron Cross Section Advisory Group. T he group was urged very 
strongly by reactor designers to establish a formal compi lat ion of 
reactor data so that the information could be freely available to 
those who needed it . Hughes agreed to take this on as part of the 
function of the neutron physics group at Brookhaven. 

T he situation since those early days of the first issues of the barn 
book has changed quite a bit ; the l i terature in the field of measure-
ments of neut ron cross sections is quite enormous, so large, as a mat-
ter of a fact, that a book which lists simply the l i terature references 
is quite fat with many entries on each page. Any at tempt to amplify 
this basic list of references in the present-day compilat ion, or to 
describe the kind of exper iment being done to give the world some 
details of the exper iment or to interrelate exper iments by different 
people, would mult iply the amount of paper involved by quite a 
large factor. Also, since the earlier days nuclear theory has improved 
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considerably, part icularly the theory of nuclear interact ions, and 
i t is now possible in fact for one to use theoretical models to inter-
pret the exper iments and in some cases to extend the information 
i n a quite reasonable manner into areas where the measurements 
have not yet been made. Even the needs of the reactor physicist have 
changed considerably. Instead of bare cross section information such as 
was asked for 10 years ago, physicists want isotopic cross sections, they 
want resonance parameters, and they want angular distr ibut ion from 
elastically scattered neutrons. They want energy and angle distr ibu-
tions of neutrons from inelastic scatter ing as a function of input 
neutron energies. T h ey want information on y-ray product ion and 
a host of other subjects. 

T he reasons for the increase in demand are several in nature. The re 
was a t ime when reactor physics' pr imary job was to design a reactor 
that would just work in the first place; there was a t ime in fact when 
in every reactor one put in twice as many fuel rods as needed to 
take care of unknown absorpt ion, but that was a long t ime ago. 
Now people try to bui ld reactors quite closely to the original intent ; 
fur thermore, they pay quite a bit of at tent ion to what happens 
dur ing the lif e of a reactor, and for this very detailed information 
is necessary. As a matter of fact, the precision which is asked for in 
cross section data is now almost an order of magni tude better than 
was necessary 10 years ago. Th is precision march has to stop some-
where, but we do not see the end yet; we are t ry ing to reach such an 
end by encouraging people to state their quanti tat ive requi rements 
and the sensitivity of their results to input variat ions. At least we 
are now past the point where people wil l ask for something lik e the 
absorpt ion cross section of cal i fornium to 1 % from thermal to 
15 Mev! T he need for accuracy in the reactor physics is basically 
an economic pressure because it is realized that the neutron physics 
of these systems is one of the impor tant parameters enter ing into 
the design of o p t i m um behavior, and in fact into the economic 
cost of nuclear power from nuclear power plants. And this economic 
pressure is going to have to be served. 

I n recognit ion of these pressures, about 2 years ago it was decided 
that the compilat ions which existed had to be supplemented by some 
group which would boil down the large, growing mass of l i terature in 
the field into a form that more directly was useable by reactor 
physicists; the group would also be expected to add judgement 
where measurements had not been made. For several reasons, pr in-
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cipally the one that the barn book already was being publ ished at 
Brookhaven, it was considered that Brookhaven was a logical place 
to establish such a group ; we have had experience in compil ing and 
to some extent in the evaluation of the cross section data. T he group 
was therefore established. 

A t just about that t ime, Don Hughes died, and that was very 
unfortunate because he had been the driving force behind the com-
pilation of B N L . Under these circumstances it seemed appropr iate 
to form a combinat ion of the two groups; that is, the part of the 
neutron physics group which had been paying attent ion to compil ing 
cross sections and the new group which was supposed to interpret the 
cross sections. So these two groups are to an extent joined, in that 
people in them are near each other, they use common files, and in 
some cases use the same personnel. They deal with each other all 
the t ime. We have been very fortunate in having Jack Stehn from 
Knol l s come to take over the work of issuing the barn book, or 
whatever seems to be suitable for replacing it if a change is to be 
made. Rudolph Sher, who has been in the reactor physics group 
for some t ime and who has, in recent years, spent considerable t ime 
on basic nuclear physics problems, agreed to head the evaluation 
group. Other people in these groups are: in evaluation, Sophie 
Oleksa Moore, who has been both a theoretician and an exper imen-
talist in nuclear physics for some t ime, in compilat ion, Mur ray 
Goldberg, who has come back from Livermore to work on the 
BNL-325 compilat ion which he used to serve in its early days. 
I n addit ion, Ben Magurno has transferred from the neutron physics 
group where he has been spending essentially all his t ime on com-
pilation also. We have an internal theoretical consult ing group 
consisting of Chuck Porter, who is coming back from Wisconsin, and 
Ellio t Auerbach, who has come down from Knol l s to supervise 
principally the code aspects of the job. We believe that they are 
a sound core of people with enough reputat ion in the field to ensure 
a degree of belief in what they say. 

Now what is it that these groups have done, what is i t that they are 
doing, and what can they do ? T he evaluation group has acted in an 
advisory capacity to the Atomic Energy Commission on cross 
section matters. T h at is, as requests for cross section measurements 
come in, they are channeled through our evaluation group, which 
screens them and t ransmits them in useable form. T he requests 
actually appear as long lists which the A EC arranges in order of 
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pr ior i ty; the list is then passed to the cross section advisory group 
where feasibility and schedul ing of measurements are discussed. 
T he evaluation group has also issued a sequence of news letters, 
tell ing what is new in the field. Th is group also serves as a clearing 
house for data; if you have quest ions concerning cross sections, the 
best values to use, you may contact Rudy Sher or go to Brookhaven, 
and you wil l get as much information as he has available. Finally, 
the evaluation group wil l issue reports which analyze neut ron cross 
sections for interest ing reactor materials. T he first of these reports 
covers z i rconium and wil l be available shortly. 

T he compilat ion group is maintaining a l i terature reference com-
pilation which is modeled after that maintained previously by Ν DA . 
I t is working on the original input data for the next version of the 
barn book. Th is version of the compilat ion is going to take quite a 
whil e to prepare and the next issue of it we expect wil l be out in 
about a year and a half, perhaps a supplement to come before. I t 
is also working on a revision of the angular distr ibut ion compilat ion 
BNL-400, and a revised version wil l perhaps be out somet ime 
next year. 

T he theoretical group has been doing some research on expansion 
of nuclear models which are useful in interpret ing the data in this 
field, it is doing interpret ive calculations to fil l in gaps, and finally 
i t has begun the assembling of a nuclear code l ibrary. Th is nuclear 
code l ibrary does not contain nuclear reactor codes ; rather i t contains 
machine codes based on nuclear models of interest and which seem 
to be contr ibut ing to the unders tanding of cross sections. We are 
still quite early in the history of the group and in finding out whether 
or not we wil l be able to satisfy the goals we have. Some of these 
goals are still uncer ta in; for instance, it is difficul t to know even 
how to publ ish cross sections in a form which is useful to reactor 
theorists. Most reactor calculations these days are done by machine 
methods and most of them indeed are done by mul t igroup codes 
in which the energy dependence of the neut ron behavior is broken 
into discrete regions of energy; this energy breakdown varies from 
one code to another and it is difficul t to present data in such form 
that they wil l fi t every one of these schemes. I n our z i rconium report 
we are try ing to publ ish the data in a form which is most generally 
useful. I n the thermal region we give 2200 meter/sec cross sections, 
and a descript ion of the energy dependence of cross sections in this 
region; in the resonance region we give resonance parameters; in 
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the intermediate unresolved resonance regions we give general 
variations of the cross sections, numbers which apply over broad 
intervals ; and finally at high energies, actual curves of cross section 
behavior, wi th partial cross sections where possible. 

I t is difficul t to see how the barn book ought to be changed if i t is 
to be changed at all. A l though crit icisms of the barn book have 
come from a number of sources, these sources all differ in their 
individual cr i t ic isms; there is no common denominator. Some people 
th ink that the book ought to be more scientific, that perhaps it 
should contain more l i terature references, with more justification 
for the curves and data and perhaps fewer curves and less data plots. 
However, i t is very clear that the things which are the most commonly 
used and of the greatest interest to the most people are the curves 
themselves, and if you replace them you are taking away the great 
value people find in them. T he present si tuation in our a t tempt to 
serve as the br idge ment ioned previously is that we are open for 
suggestions as to kinds of publ icat ions we are to make. If you know 
the publications we have made so far, and have comments about how 
they should be changed or why they should be kept as they are, we 
would very much appreciate it if you would let us know. 

Discussion 

Do you have any plans at the moment for including in your 
compilat ions measurements of things lik e diffusion constants or 
ages ? 

KOUTS : No, we do not. As a matter of fact, those are compiled 
by Argonne. T he A N L publicat ion ANL-5800 appeared about 
2 years ago with these data, and this publication is being revised 
at the present t ime. 




